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Introduction



Researchers make a local

translation of STI policies

considering their

resources, constraints,

strategies and local

working traditions. Role of scientists

as advisors from

their area of

research to policy

making bodies
(Hoppe, 2010, OECD, 2015)

Generally, this literature focuses on what happens in a particular STI policy or a

specific STI instrument.

Design,

implementation

and evaluation of

STI policies with a

top-down

approach (Defazio,

Lockett & Wright, 2009;

Luukkonen & Nedeva, 2008)

STI policy-makers

and researchers

mutually adjust

their programs and

projects in order to

mobilize STI actions
(Rip & Nederhof, 1986)

Links between STI

policy-makers and

researchers at the

level of policy

implementation
(Arvanitis et al., 1995; Gómez

and Jaramillo, 1997; Orozco &

Chavarro, 2006).

Relationship among

actors associated with

innovation practices,

policies and theory and

research in STI (learning

and co–evolution)
(Kuhlmann, Shapira and Smits, 2010)

Role of research groups and 

institutions as actors and 

platforms for researchers 

performance (Vinck, 1992, 

2010)



Purpose



A bottom up perspective to study what happens with

researchers and other local actors who face not only a STI

policy or instrument, but several ones at the same time.

We focus on practices under which the actors take

advantage of STI instruments, as well as their learning

process by having to handle a variety of instruments, which,

in some cases, present tensions and contradictions among

them.



What are the 'survival' strategies of research groups (RG) in the

context of policies and instruments to promote STI at the

national, regional and institutional levels?

Research Question

We chose to focus on the 'survival' axis because the scarcity 

of resources emerged as the key issue from the researchers’ 

perspective. 



Methodology

Case research design (Yin, 2014): 
Research group (Colombian 

public university) that develops a 
technology for decontamination 

of water based on 
nanocomposites. 

Bottom up perspective: A technological 
development project carried by a RG. 

Fieldwork using semi-structured 

interviews.

Collection and analysis of 

documents (STI policies, policy 
instruments, project documents, 

scientific publications, press 
releases and work documents)



Results



Hypotheses 1: “I dance according to the

tune” (“Al son que me toquen bailo”)

RGs interact with STI policies and have

learned to take advantage of them,

combining different types of

instruments, according to their needs

and interests.



“I dance according to the tune”: 
Adapting

“We adapt our materials for

specific applications since

cellulosic materials can be used

for making catalyzers, for making

chemical dispersants, for making

surface modifiers, surface

tension modifiers, for making

membranes; we have a heart, a

core, a core work, which allows

us to look for different

applications” Researcher

Source: https://encrypted-

tbn3.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcTMGxceW4hQqRiCLMqh5fYtxhfenEpBiLE1

0GKWNRzBJXfwnc0y



“I dance according to the tune”: 
Elements of the case

Source: Image retrieved from: https://encrypted-

tbn3.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcTMGxceW4hQqRiCLMqh5fYtxhfenEpBiLE10GKWNRzBJXfwnc

0y

Projects to mobilize resources in the short term, enough to remain active and

sustaining other projects with greater long-term potential, keeping ‘alive’ as a group.

The RG shows a learning process about how to mobilize various types of resources

inside (students, colleagues, among others) or outside the university.

Agendas or topics are developed by "dancing according to the tune", that is,

maintaining a minimum research core but adapting to the changing financing

conditions.



Hypotheses 2: "Performing a juggling act“

(“Haciendo malabarismos”)

Hypotheses 3: “I'm still the king... of juggling”

(“Pero sigo siendo el rey… de los malabares”)

RGs maintain research lines defined autonomously,

which do not depend on STI policy instruments.

The leader of the RG plays a specific role in taking

advantage of STI policies and articulating them.



http://previews.123rf.com/images/vlue/vlue1002/vlue100200035/6408226-Young-man-

juggling-several-multicolored-balls-at-once-This-concept-also-applies-to-multitasking--

Stock-Photo.jpg

"Performing a juggling act”: Balancing 

agendas and funding sources

“And then we rely on the resources that

come to support a project to permeate

other projects of lesser amounts. That

allows us to stay up to date and then,

when these (other) ideas are

consolidated to present to new calls for

proposals, where we already have

secured results, and where we know we

will be successful, then it is like

performing a juggling act…”

Researcher



"Performing a juggling act”: 

Elements of the case

Researchers and groups

learn to diversify their

funding portfolio,

"performing juggling

acts" to avoid dropping

the core topics while

opening up new

research possibilities.

In this process, the group leader has 

learned how to move through the existing 

policy instruments and balance research 

agendas and needs. 

Distribution of available 

resources across areas for which 

financing is obtained with others 

that do not have support but 

which are of relevant to the 

group (topics being "cooked at 

low fire").

OMH(1



Diapositive 15

OMH(1 No entiendo bien esto.
Ordonez Matamoros, H.G. (BMS); 17/01/2016



Hypotheses 4: “Mother there is only

one” (“Madre no hay sino una”)

The institutions to which RGs belong

play an important role in the local

reconstruction of STI policies and

instruments, filling gaps in policies and

instruments at higher levels (regional or

national).



“Mother there is only one”: the role of the 

home institution 

“... Here we have the latest technology for analytical work... Many

of these new large laboratory equipment have opened the

possibility to have a synthesized sample. We synthesize the

sample today, and tomorrow we will have the characterization of

that sample. If we did not have that infrastructure, we would

have to pack suitcases, pack the sample and send them

elsewhere. People will know what we are producing, they will

begin to ask what it is, what that is for, etc. and we will lose

competitiveness.” Researcher

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/20/4a/52/204a525cef1da55a869aa840851fa4a6.jpg



“Mother there is 

only one”: 

Elements of the 

case

These university support programs for

research are further complemented with

other programs of support project

management.

The group has strengthened its capacity

to generate more symmetrical

international collaborations, thanks to

having the infrastructure and skills to take

advantage from.

Mobility programs, scholarships for

students and investment in

infrastructure and laboratory equipment

generate a basis for the development of

research, even in the absence of funded

projects. The institution provides a

minimum of resources necessary for

exploration.

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_qieNv1XFKr0/TT3KGuXoGmI/AAAAAAAAG_4/jX9IxRAUi3U/s1600/Baby+hands+car

d.jpg



The ability of researchers and groups to

‘juggle’ with policy heterogeneous (and

sometimes contradictory) instruments

becomes essential in the current dynamics of

STI.

Researchers learn how to “dance according to

the tune” and take advantage of the partner

and melody (policy discourse).

Balance between exploration and exploitation

strategies.

Role of social capital in the capacity of groups

to take advantage of STI policies.

Conclusions: Bottom

up co-building

process among

actors and learning

(Part 1)



Focus on a policy, program or project is

limited: significant results require a long-

term work in which actors articulate several

formal and informal initiatives.

Second-order learning by research groups

and their leaders and institutions

Conclusions:

Bottom up co-

building process

and learning

among actors (Part

2)
Further studies should be performed with

new cases. The bottom up view of the STI

policies provides an interesting avenue for

future studies.



Source: Image available at: https://encrypted-tbn2.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcSTLjLRQdVKEfKvRGRHND0t6qY4GfEDjtuiGLRWGVRgzxwfFEvV



Source: Image available at: https://www.gradtouch.com/uploads/images/questions.jpg
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H1: “I dance according to the tune” (“Al son que me toquen bailo”)

RGs interact with STI policies and have learned to take advantage of them,

articulating and combining different types of policy instruments, according to their

needs and interests.

Hypotheses

H2: "Performing a juggling act“ (“Haciendo malabarismos”)

RGs maintain research lines defined autonomously, which do not depend on STI

policy instruments.

H3: “I'm still the king... of juggling”(“Pero sigo siendo el rey… de los malabares”)

Leaders of the RGs play a specific role in taking advantage of STI policies and

articulating them.

H4: “Mother there is only one” (“Madre no hay sino una”)

Institutions to which RGs belong play an important role in the local reconstruction of

STI policies and instruments, filling gaps in policies and instruments at higher levels

(regional or national).


